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LITTLE THATCH
MAIN ROAD, BOULDNOR, 
YARMOUTH, PO41 0XA  
ISLE OF WIGHT

AN ELEGANT CHARACTER PROPERTY 
BUILT IN THE ARTS & CRAFTS STYLE 
SYMPATHETICALLY RESTORED TO 
RETAIN ITS PERIOD CHARM. 

SITUATED IN A PRIVILEGED POSITION 
ON THE EDGE OF YARMOUTH WITH A 
HIGH DEGREE OF PRIVACY.

GENEROUS GROUNDS APPROACHING 
ONE ACRE WITH MAGNIFICENT 
UNINTERRUPTED VIEWS OF AFTON 
DOWN. 

Little Thatch is a beautiful period home, which 
has recently been restored and updated. The 
property combines modern conveniences while 
retaining the architectural charm of the early 
1920’s. This has created a lovely character home, 
elegantly decorated and styled throughout to a 
high standard. 

The layout has an easy flow and the principal 
reception rooms take advantage of the south 
facing aspect and wonderful views. 

GROUND FLOOR ACCOMMODATION
With its heavy oak timbered porch and stone floor, the 
entrance is full of character. The wooden front door has a 
leaded window with bullion glass panes. 

ENTRANCE LOBBY  The lobby has an attractive quarry 
tiled floor and window to front.

RECEPTION ROOM  On entering this bright central 
room, visitors are drawn to the view of the garden and 
hills beyond. Full height French windows open out to a 
splendid sandstone patio. The ceiling has carved wooden 
beams, and the floor is oak engineered with under-floor 
heating. An under-stairs cupboard provides useful storage.

Doors lead off to Kitchen, Dining room and Reception 
room.

KITCHEN  The style of the kitchen is very much in 
keeping with the character of the property. The Shaker 
style units are oak fronted and hand-painted. The work 

surface is solid oak and has a traditional white ceramic 
sink. Integrated appliances include a Bosch dishwasher 
and microwave oven. A Britannia range cooker with a fast 
induction hob is positioned in the original fireplace. The 
terracotta-tiled floor is under-floor heated. 

UTILITY  The utility room is a seamless extension of the 
kitchen, having the same style units, worktops, ceramic 
sink, and the heated floor continues through. The utility 
room provides considerable additional storage space, and 
houses a fridge freezer, washing machine and gas boiler. 
A hatch in the ceiling gives access to a roof void. Part 
glazed back door leads out to the garden. Door leads to 
Cloakroom.

CLOAKROOM  The period style white suite comprises 
a washbasin and w.c. with high-level cistern. The quarry-
tiled floor is under-floor heated.

From the kitchen a glazed door leads to the dining room.



DINING ROOM  A lovely sunny room used for family 
dining and entertaining. The bay window has full height 
French windows opening out into the patio and lawn 
beyond. There is an attractive brick fireplace to one corner. 
The oak engineered floor has under-floor heating. A door 
gives access to the reception hall and through to the drawing 
room.

DRAWING ROOM  This impressive and spacious room 
has windows to three sides, capturing wonderful evening 
sunsets, and offering far-reaching views of the garden and 
beyond. It boasts a carved limestone ‘Minster’ fireplace, 
within which sits a wood burner. The ceiling has carved 
wooden beams, and the oak engineered floor is under-floor 
heated.

FIRST FLOOR ACCOMMODATION
The staircase is bright and airy, due to a fabulous double 
height window, a typical feature of the 1920’s. 

The landing gives access to the master bedroom suite, 
three further bedrooms and the family bathroom. A large 
airing cupboard provides further storage.  Heating upstairs 
is via radiators, fed by a new gas central heating system. 
A dropdown ladder gives access to the loft, which has 
a dormer window to the front. Being a simple shape and 
large, the loft offers good development potential, STTP.

MASTER BEDROOM  A spacious double aspect room. The 
east-facing window captures the morning sun and the south 
facing bay window presents magnificent views. Useful full 
height built-in wardrobes provide extensive storage. A door 
leads to the en-suite.



EN-SUITE  The four-piece period style suite includes a large 
double-ended bath and separate shower cubicle. Directional 
LED spot lighting to the ceiling and a polished limestone 
tiled floor. 

BEDROOM 2  With windows to the south and west, this 
generously proportioned double bedroom has wonderful 
views over the garden and hills beyond. Full height built-in 
wardrobes provide extensive storage.

BEDROOM 3  This double bedroom also enjoys wonderful 
southerly views and has a built-in wardrobe.

BEDROOM 4  This double aspect bedroom has lovely views 
to the west and to the north, again with a full height built in 
wardrobe. This room is presently used as an office.

FAMILY BATHROOM  The bathroom looks out over the 
pretty thatched lychgate. It has white period-style suite and 
a large shower cubicle. Directional LED spot lighting to the 
ceiling and a polished limestone tiled floor. 

OUTSIDE
The front of Little Thatch is set behind a handsome 
limestone wall and a quite unique and characterful lychgate. 
Its roof has recently been re-thatched. The gravelled 
driveway is accessed through heavy oak gates and provides 
parking for several cars. 

GARAGE  The attached garage is spacious and also serves 
as a workshop. It features the original rolling wooden doors 
with large bullion glass windows. There is a window to the 
rear.

GARDENS  Entering the drive there is a view of the side 
lawn, which is bordered by mature trees including an 
avenue of tall poplars. Proceeding round to the south-facing 
garden you will find spectacular and uninterrupted views of 
Afton Down, and Tennyson Down beyond. 

The garden enjoys a wide sandstone patio, stretching the 
full width of the house. The formal lawn is divided by a tiled 
path and pergola. This leads down to the mature oak, willow 
and weeping willow trees. Adjacent to the lawn is a raised 
decked area, which sites a wonderful GAZEBO. The gazebo 
is a lovely garden building, with its tiled roof, balustrade, 
light and power it makes a delightful spot for alfresco dining. 
Next to the gazebo is a Jacuzzi hot tub, which together 
makes a fabulous entertaining area. 

Beyond a low level stone built wall, there is a large side 
lawn, which is an ideal area for games.  A brick path leads to 
a weather-boarded GARDEN STORE, which has windows to 
three sides and a log store attached. 

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
The side lawn could present a good opportunity to develop.  
With the necessary permissions, the site could be divided, or 
used as an annex for family members, self-contained holiday 
cottage, or a grand conservatory – with minimal impact on 
the garden. 

SETTING
Little Thatch is well located on the edge of the historic 
and thriving town of Yarmouth. It is just a 2-minute drive 
or 15-minute stroll to its shops, restaurants and bars and 
ferry link. With glorious countryside on the doorstep, the 
area offers a spectacular environment for walking, golfing, 
cycling and sailing. 

SERVICES 
The property has mains water, gas, electricity and private 
drainage. Superfast broadband.

VIEWINGS 
All viewings will be strictly by prior arrangement with the 
sole selling agents: Spence Willard.



Energy Efficiency Rating

44

67

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 1. Particulars: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of 
one. You should not rely on statements by Spence Willard in the particulars or by word of mouth or 
in writing (“information”) as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. 
Neither Spence Willard nor any joint agent has any authority to make any representations about the 
property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the 
agents, seller(s) or lessor(s). 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as 
they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate 
only. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not 
mean that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer 
or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been properly dealt 
with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change 
without notice. 
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